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About Us 
The Ultimate Solution Partnership (tusp) is an international consultancy 

founded and based on real-world experience, exceptional people, a 

commitment to outstanding service and entrepreneurial spirit.

“Creating 21st-century solutions, supporting clients and enabling growth”

Collaborative Working 

Collabortive Working 

The Rail Industry has changed significantly since it was privatised, many 

different contractual models have been utilised and many have resulted in 

poor relationships between contractors and the Client. It is now recognised to 

gain the best delivery approach that a collaborative working and a structured 

relationship is the best method. This is a step change for the industry and 

means many people are unsure of this new approach.

tusp have a significant experience and expertise in collaborative working, 

gained first-hand through the implementation of collaborative and alliance 

approaches on numerous programmes within the UK rail industry. This 

experience has allowed tusp to build our own structured and measured 

approach to implementation.

tusp implement collaborative working by guiding the programme team 

through the implementation journey and utilise the project team resources 

to develop the deliverables. This ensures the process educates the team 

and enables other projects to gain from the experience by removing future 

reliance on external support.

This collaborative approach applies to relationships both between and 

within organisations, tusp understand the importance of structured 

relationships between clients and contractors, suppliers and businesses. 

We always strive to build strong relationships with our clients, repeatedly 

delivering and ensuring we exceed their expectations every time. 

Collaborative working is vital for the success of the UK’s railway and tusp 

understand how work on the railway can be optimised via collaboration 

between Network Rail, operators, and contractors. For this reason, tusp 

have specialist consultants whose expertise can be used in project 

delivery or for clients’ consulting requirements, all of whom have 

proven success from project management to planning, construction 

management and project turnaround.

tusp have been a part of several joint ventures, often taking the lead 

in implementing and delivering collaborative processes and projects 

which has been tremendously successful as we can act completely 

independently to both clients and contractors. 
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